AN ACT

CONCERNING CRIMES RELATED TO ENTITIES THAT TRADE IN STOLEN VEHICLES, AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, MAKING AN APPROPRIATION.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 18-4-420 as follows:

18-4-420. Chop shop activity - ownership or operation of a chop shop - altered or removed identification number - penalties - definitions. (1) A PERSON COMMITS OWNERSHIP OR OPERATION OF A CHOP SHOP IF HE OR SHE KNOWINGLY:

(a) OWNS OR OPERATES A CHOP SHOP, KNOWING THAT IT IS A CHOP SHOP, OR CONSPIRES WITH ANOTHER PERSON TO OWN OR OPERATE A CHOP SHOP, KNOWING THAT IT IS A CHOP SHOP;

(b) TRANSPORTS AN UNLAWFULLY OBTAINED MOTOR VEHICLE OR MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART TO OR FROM A CHOP SHOP, KNOWING THAT IT IS A CHOP SHOP; OR

(c) SELLS OR TRANSFERS TO, OR PURCHASES OR RECEIVES FROM, A CHOP SHOP, KNOWING THAT IT IS A CHOP SHOP, AN UNLAWFULLY OBTAINED MOTOR VEHICLE OR MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART.

(2) A VIOLATION OF PARAGRAPH (a) OF SUBSECTION (1) OF THIS SECTION IS A CLASS 4 FELONY. A VIOLATION OF PARAGRAPH (b) OR (c) OF SUBSECTION (1) OF THIS SECTION IS A CLASS 5 FELONY.

(3) (a) A PERSON COMMITS ALTERING OR REMOVING A VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION
NUMBER IF HE OR SHE KNOWINGLY:

(I) REMOVES, CHANGES, ALTERS, COUNTERFEITS, DEFACES, DESTROYS, DISGUISES, FALSIFIES, FORGES, OR OBLITERATES THE VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, MANUFACTURER’S NUMBER, OR ENGINE NUMBER OF A MOTOR VEHICLE OR MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART WITH AN INTENT TO MISREPRESENT THE IDENTITY OR PREVENT THE IDENTIFICATION OF A MOTOR VEHICLE OR MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART; OR

(II) POSSESSES, PURCHASES, DISPOSES OF, SELLS, OR TRANSFERS A MOTOR VEHICLE OR A MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART WITH KNOWLEDGE THAT IT CONTAINS A REMOVED, CHANGED, ALTERED, COUNTERFEITED, DEFACED, DESTROYED, DISGUISED, FALSIFIED, FORGED, OR OBLITERATED VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, MANUFACTURER’S NUMBER, OR ENGINE NUMBER UNLESS SUCH MOTOR VEHICLE OR MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART IS OTHERWISE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 42-5-110, C.R.S.

(b) THIS SUBSECTION (3) DOES NOT APPLY TO A PRIVATE PARTY OR TO AN AGENT OF A PRIVATE PARTY THAT IS ACTING WITH THE AUTHORIZATION OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY TO LAWFULLY SEIZE, RETAIN, RECYCLE, TRANSPORT, OR OTHERWISE DISPOSE OF A MOTOR VEHICLE OR MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART WITH A VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, MANUFACTURER NUMBER, OR ENGINE NUMBER THAT IS REMOVED, CHANGED, ALTERED, COUNTERFEITED, DEFACED, DESTROYED, DISGUISED, FALSIFIED, FORGED, OR OBLITERATED.

(4) ALTERING OR REMOVING A VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER IS A CLASS 5 FELONY.

(5) AS USED IN THIS SECTION, UNLESS THE CONTEXT OTHERWISE REQUIRES:

(a) "CHOP SHOP" MEANS ANY BUILDING, LOT, FACILITY, OR OTHER STRUCTURE OR PREMISE WHERE:

(I) ANY PERSON OR PERSONS POSSESS, RECEIVE, STORE, DISASSEMBLE, OR ALTER, INCLUDING THE ALTERATION OR CONCEALMENT OF ANY IDENTIFYING FEATURE OR NUMBER, AN UNLAWFULLY OBTAINED MOTOR VEHICLE OR MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART FOR THE PURPOSE OF USING, SELLING, OR DISPOSING OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE OR MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART; OR

(II) TWO OR MORE UNLAWFULLY OBTAINED MOTOR VEHICLES ARE PRESENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF ALTERATION, SALE, OR DISPOSAL; OR

(III) SIX OR MORE UNLAWFULLY OBTAINED MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PARTS FROM TWO OR MORE MOTOR VEHICLES ARE PRESENT FOR THE PURPOSE OF ALTERATION, SALE, OR DISPOSAL.

(b) "MAJOR COMPONENT MOTOR VEHICLE PART" MEANS ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PARTS OF A MOTOR VEHICLE:

(I) THE ENGINE;
(II) The transmission;
(III) A front fender;
(IV) The hood;
(V) Any door allowing entrance to or egress from the passenger compartment of the vehicle;
(VI) The front or rear bumper;
(VII) A rear quarter panel;
(VIII) The deck lid, tailgate, or hatchback;
(IX) The trunk floor pan;
(X) The cargo box of a pickup truck;
(XI) The frame, or if the vehicle has a unitized body, the supporting structure or structures that serve as the frame;
(XII) The cab of a truck;
(XIII) The body of a passenger vehicle;
(XIV) An airbag or airbag assembly;
(XV) A wheel or tire; or
(XVI) Any other part of a motor vehicle that is comparable in design or function to any of the parts that have been listed, or that have been labeled with a unique traceable identification number, by the manufacturer of the motor vehicle or part.

(c) "Motor vehicle" means all vehicles of whatever description that are propelled by any power other than muscular power; except that "motor vehicle" does not include vehicles that run on rails.

(d) "Unlawfully obtained" means obtained by theft, fraud, or deceit or obtained without the permission of the owner.


SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 17-18-116 as follows:

17-18-116. Appropriation to comply with section 2-2-703 - SB 14-176 - repeal. (1) Pursuant to section 2-2-703, C.R.S., the following statutory appropriations, or so much thereof as may be necessary, are made in order to implement Senate Bill 14-176, enacted in 2014:
(a) For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2015, in addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated to the department, out of any moneys in the general fund not otherwise appropriated, the sum of twenty-one thousand four hundred eighty-four dollars ($21,484).

(b) For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016, in addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated to the department, out of any moneys in the general fund not otherwise appropriated, the sum of forty-two thousand nine hundred sixty-eight dollars ($42,968).

(c) For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2017, in addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated to the department, out of any moneys in the general fund not otherwise appropriated, the sum of sixty-four thousand four hundred fifty-two dollars ($64,452).

(d) For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2018, in addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated to the department, out of any moneys in the general fund not otherwise appropriated, the sum of eighty-two thousand five hundred thirty-four dollars ($82,534).

(2) This section is repealed, effective July 1, 2019.

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date - applicability. (1) This act takes effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly (August 6, 2014, if adjournment sine die is on May 7, 2014); except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act within such period, then the act, item, section, or part will not take effect unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in November 2014 and, in such case, will take effect on the date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.

(2) This act applies to offenses committed on or after the applicable effective date of this act.

Approved: June 6, 2014